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Buyer’s Consultation
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Meet Your Agent... Sometimes you don’t find a city, It finds You. And Las Cruces definitely found me... Growing up in Los Angeles, I didn’t even know Las Cruces existed, it was the last place I imagined I would stay after I got out of the Army. However, everything changed when my wife introduced me to the city that we now call home. We fell in love with the area and even though we left for a time, we couldn’t stay away, so we bought our first home together here and are now sharing it with our first beautiful little boy, Jack. One of the things that really drew me here, besides the spectacular Organ Mountains, is Las Cruces’ small town values. The strong sense of family and community in this city are exactly the beliefs that are most important to me. And these ideals are what have shaped my approach to real estate. I found the real estate market even before I went into the Army, learning how to manage rental properties in Los Angeles, and then owning my own properties here in Las Cruces, but didn’t realize how much I enjoyed real estate until last year. When I dove into the market, I knew that it was my true calling. I’m outgoing, creative and always thinking about what’s next. I want to handle my business with each and every one I work with in a way that does not so much reflect a transaction as it does the development of a personal relationship. I want my personality, passion and vision to reflect in every home I show and every conversation I have. Selling homes is ultimately not about the money, but building a strong community and helping people find homes they love. I am privileged to be partnered with Las Cruces’ market leader, Steinborn & Associates Real Estate, as an Associate Broker, Realtor®. Steinborn & Associates has been serving the greater Las Cruces area for 45 years and I’m honored to work with a company with such deep roots in the community. The skills and values that I have acquired with 7 years of military experience, a Bachelor’s Degree from New Mexico State University (GO AGGIES!) and my memberships with the National Association of Realtors and the Las Cruces Association of Realtors are what I will instill into my business to provide the best value for my clients. I’m excited about my vision for future and I look forward to being your real estate resource in Las Cruces.
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Resume Steinborn & Associates Real Estate Associate Broker, Realtor®  Recipient of Spirit of Steinborn Award 2015  Multi-Million Dollar Producer  Research available properties for buyers  Marketing properties for sale  Negotiating purchase process for buyers and sellers



US Army Squad Leader/Tank Commander  Maintained 7.2 million dollars’ worth of all related equipment  Responsible and advised eight employees morale, welfare and training  Designated as companies Drug and Alcohol Prevention Leader  Commended six times by senior management for exemplary service  Deployed to Iraq in support of operation Iraqi Freedom, 2003, 2006



Silverman Properties Property Manager  Provide quality customer service by striving to exceed customers’ expectations  Maintain properties by scheduling yearly inspections  Coordinate with contractors and laborers to conduct needed work  Create and maintain files ensuring confidentiality of lease’s information  Maintain 100% occupancy Training & Affiliations:  Certificate, Real Estate Institute: Real Estate Practices, Basics, and Law  Ninja Installation Sales Training Course  Veteran of Foreign Wars (VFW) // Post #6917 // Life Member  Las Cruces Association of Realtors  National Association of Realtors Awards:  Combat Action Badge  Army Commendation Medal (5)  Army Achievement Medal (2)



  



Good Conduct Medal (2) Meritorious Graduate (DACC) Crimson Scholar (NMSU) (DACC



Education: Bachelor of Individualized Studies, Minor: Business Administration New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM, GPA: 3.44, May 2014
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Testimonials 



“Lee Silverman was a wonderful realtor®. He made our first home-buying experience extremely easy. He explained everything in great detail and made sure to meet all of our expectations. He never left us wondering what was next.” - E. Garza, Purchased a home in las cruces, nm—2015







“Lee was professional and easy to work with. Would gladly recommend him to anyone needing a realtor®.” - D. Simpson, Purchased a home in las cruces, nm—2016







“We Chose Lee to assist us in selling our home after meeting him at an open house 10 months earlier. He was very well informed about our area and exhibited more knowledge and professionalism than any realtor® we had met. We knew immediately that when it was time to sell our home, we would call on him, which was certainly the right decision. Within 2 weeks he sold our home! We are relocating out-of-state and needed to find another home fast, but that turned out not to be a problem. Lee quickly found us a realtor® in new England to assist. He took care of everything and emailed and texted to keep us informed, and onschedule with the sale of our old home, while we searched for a new one. We didn’t need to worry about anything, he took care of it all, which made our entire move less stressful.



Would you recommend me as a real estate agent to your friends and family? If so, why? “Yes—we loved working with you! You were very informative and helpful, you made buying a home fun and painless” - J. Vaughn “Yes, I would heartily recommend you to my friends and family because of your professionalism and integrity”- F. Carbajal “You accommodate well… You seem to enjoy your work… Great personality” - D. Holstine



In what areas did I excel as your real estate agent? “I was amazed at the turn around time, how quick you got back to us if we had questions or concerns.” - J. Vaughn “You were on top of all negotiations and counter-offers with respect to deadlines. You made it easy to meet at alternate locations.” - F. Carbajal “listens, helpful, knowledgeable” - D. Holstine



In what areas could I improve for future business?” “I honestly can’t think of any—you are a great realtor®” - J. Vaughn “You are great just the way you are, and I wish you much health and success. You are not only our realtor® but our friend. We are indeed grateful to have you as our Realtor®” - F. Carbajal “Just keep doing what you’re doing—great job, Lee” - D. Holstine



Lee is top-notch and we would highly recommend his services, whether buying or selling a home. His professionalism, market knowledge and communication skills are supreme, and his sincerity unmatched with others in his field.” - L. Cauffman, sold a home in las cruces, nm, 2015
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10 Step Guide To Buying A House 1. Are You Ready to Become a Homeowner? Whether you’re becoming a homeowner for the first time or you’re a repeat buyer, buying a house is a financial and emotional decision that requires the experience and support of a team of reliable professionals.



2. Get a REALTOR® In the maze of forms, financing, inspections, marketing, pricing and negotiating, it makes sense to work with professionals who know the community and much more. Those professionals are the local REALTORS® who serve your area.



3. Get a Mortgage Pre-approval Most first-time buyers need to finance their home purchase, and a consultation with a mortgage lender is a crucial step in the process. Find out how much you can afford before you begin your home search.



4. Look at Homes A quick search on www.leesilverman.steinborn.com will bring up thousands of homes for sale in the area. Educating yourself on your local market and working with an experienced REALTOR® can help you narrow your priorities and make an informed decision about which home to choose.



5. Choose a Home While no one can know for sure what will happen to housing values, if you choose to buy a home that meets your needs and priorities, you’ll be happy living in it for years to come.



6. Get Funding The cost of financing your home purchase is usually greater than the price of the home itself (after interest, closing costs and taxes are added). Get as much information as possible regarding your mortgage options and other costs.



7. Make an Offer While much attention is paid to the asking price of a home, a proposal to buy includes both the price and terms. In some cases, terms can represent thousands of dollars in additional value – or additional costs – for buyers.



8. Get Insurance No sensible car owner would drive without insurance, so it figures that no homeowner should be without insurance, either. Real estate insurance protects owners in the event of catastrophe. If something goes wrong, insurance can be the bargain of a lifetime.



9. Closing The closing process, which in different parts of the country is also known as “settlement” or “escrow”, is increasingly computerized and automated. In practice, closings bring together a variety of parties who are part of the real estate transaction.



10. What’s Next? You’ve done it. You’ve looked at properties, made an offer, obtained financing and gone to closing. The home is yours. Is there any more to the home buying process? Whether you’re a first-time buyer or a repeat buyer, you’ll want to take several more steps.
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Estimated Time Line The following timetable presents an idea of the timing of the different events in the home buying or home loan process.



First Week 



Deposit earnest money check and make loan application







Pay for appraisal and credit report







Arrange for property inspections







Arrange for exterminator inspection



Second Week 



Make property inspections







Make exterminator inspections







Make repair request to seller







Make sure all information that the mortgage company requested has been submitted







Arrange for movers



Third Week 



Re-inspect to assure that repairs have been completed







Call to find out if mortgage company needs any additional information Fourth Week







Arrange for cashiers check for closing







Arrange for settlement, signing of papers



This time line is just an estimate of deadlines based on a 30-day closing. Times may vary for longer closings and some items may be completed earlier or later than shown. This is an example only and not intended to be a representation or guarantee of time of completion for any specific transaction.
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Closing Costs When you are financing a home purchase rather than paying cash, you need to be prepared to pay some initial fees aside from your first monthly mortgage payment. If you are purchasing a newly built home, sometimes your builder will cover some of these costs as an incentive for buyers to purchase a home, finance it with a preferred lender and go to settlement with a preferred title company. Resale buyers are also sometimes able to negotiate with the sellers to pay some closing costs depending on local market conditions and the individual terms of the sale. When you arrange your financing with a lender you should receive an explanation of anticipated closing costs and a Good Faith Estimate. You may even see more than one estimate before you go to settlement, where you will see the final version of the HUD-1 Settlement Statement, a federally mandated form for all mortgage borrowers regardless of whether you are refinancing or purchasing a home. In general, the fees associated with a home purchase include closing costs, loan discount points and prepaid items.



Closing Costs The amount you will pay in closing costs varies by location and typically costs between 2% and 3% of the loan amount. Closing costs are not calculated on a percentage basis, but instead are based on specific line items related to your loan application and lender fees. Unless you have negotiated to have someone else pay these costs, they are your responsibility to pay at the settlement. Some examples of closing costs include:



    



Loan origination fee Credit report fee Loan application fee Title services fee and lender’s title insurance premium Owner’s title insurance premium



    



Survey fee Appraisal fee Government recordation fees transfer taxes Attorney fees



Loan Discount Points A discount point is equal to 1% of your loan amount. You may or may not have agreed to pay points for your loan in order to lower the interest rate. If you chose a loan with discount points, then you will pay the point or points at the closing.



Prepaid Items Most lenders require an escrow account to be established with your loan to cover your property taxes and homeowners insurance. Each of those bills will be estimated and then, as part of your monthly mortgage payment, you will pay a portion of those bills to your lender. When the insurance and tax bills come due your lender pays them for you. Lenders prefer this method of paying those two bills because your home serves as collateral for your mortgage. If you end up with a tax lien for unpaid bills or you lack insurance to make repairs or to replace your home if it’s destroyed, then the lender loses part or all of the collateral. On settlement day, lenders require you to pay into your escrow account a sum to cover part of your property taxes and homeowners insurance. In addition, you will need to pay for your first year of homeowners insurance in full. Depending on the day of your closing, you will also need to make a prorated payment for interest on your mortgage from the closing date until the end of the month. You may also be responsible for a prorated condominium fee or homeowners association fee. The federal government has revised the HUD-1 Settlement Statement multiple times and has made a Good Faith Estimate mandatory. If you have any questions or concerns about any fees you are expected to pay at your closing, you should consult your lender, your title company and your REALTOR® for an explanation. http://www.realtor.com/advice/costs-associated-home-loan/
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V.A. Loans Buying Process



In most cases, you need to follow these steps to get a VA Home Loan.



Eligibility Requirements for VA Home Loans



Find a real estate professional to work with. Perhaps a friend has someone to recommend. Or you could look under "Real Estate" in your yellow pages or on the web.



Find A Lender



Locate a lending institution that participates in the VA program. You may want to get "pre-qualified" at this point - that is, find out how big a loan you can afford. Lenders set their own interest rates, discount points, and closing points, so you may want to shop around.



Get A Certificate of Eligibility



The Certificate of Eligibility (COE) verifies to the lender that you meet the eligibility requirements for a VA loan. Learn more about the evidence you submit and how to apply for a COE on our Eligibility page.



Find A Home and Sign a Purchase Agreement



Work with a real estate professional and negotiate a purchase agreement. Make sure the purchase and sales agreement contains a "VA Option Clause." Here's a sample of a "VA Option Clause":



"It is expressly agreed that, notwithstanding any other provisions of this contract, the purchaser shall not incur any penalty by forfeiture of earnest money or otherwise be obligated to complete the purchase of the property described herein, if the contract purchase price or cost exceeds the reasonable value of the property established by the Department of Veterans Affairs. The purchaser shall, however, have the privilege and option of proceeding with the consummation of this contract without regard to the amount of the reasonable value established by the Department of Veterans Affairs." You may also want the purchase agreement to allow you to "escape" from the contract without penalty if you can't get a VA loan.



Apply for your VA Loan



Work with the lender to complete a loan application and gather the needed documents, such as pay stubs and bank statements.



Loan Processing



The lender orders a VA appraisal and begins to "process" all the credit and income information.



(Note: VA's appraisal is not a home inspection or a guaranty of value. It's just an estimate of the market value on the date of the inspection. Although the appraiser does look for obviously needed repairs, VA doesn't guarantee the condition of the house. The appraiser, who is licensed, is not a VA employee. The lender can't request a specific appraiser; assignments are made on a rotating basis.) The lending institution reviews the appraisal and all the documentation of credit, income, and assets. The lender then decides whether the loan should be granted. Closing



The lender chooses a title company, an attorney, or one of their own representatives to conduct the closing. This person will coordinate the date/time and the property is transferred. If you have any questions during the process that the lender can't answer to your satisfaction, please contact VA at yourRegional Loan Center. Source: http://www.benefits.va.gov/homeloans/purchaseco_buy_process.asp
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Las Cruces Facts & Figures Established 1849 POPULATION Las Cruces: 95,000; Doña Ana County: 200,000 ELEVATION 3,896 feet GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION Las Cruces is located in southern New Mexico. We are on the edge of the Chihuahuan Desert, at the foot of the Organ Mountains and along the banks of the Rio Grande. Las Cruces is 225 miles south of Albuquerque, NM, 275 miles east of Tucson, AZ and 42 miles west of El Paso, TX. WEATHER Las Cruces enjoys 350 days of sunshine a year. Temperatures in the summer months routinely reach the high 90s, with nighttime lows in the 60s. The fall air is a bit cooler with daytime highs of mid 70s to low 80s. During the winter, when northern states are digging themselves out from under the snow, Las Cruces basks in daytime temperatures ranging from the upper 50s to lower 60s. As spring arrives in March and April, temperatures climb steadily from the low to high 80s. Las Cruces receives an average of 8.5 inches of rain per year and no more than two inches of snow in the winter. GETTING TO LAS CRUCES Most air travel is through the El Paso International Airport, located less than one hour south of Las Cruces in El Paso, TX. The airport accommodates most major commercial airlines and has direct shuttle services from the airport to several points in Las Cruces. The Las Cruces International Airport is equipped to service private and charter aircraft. If you are traveling to Las Cruces by car, we are located at the intersection of interstates 10 (east-west) and 25 (north-south) in southern New Mexico. Occasionally, Highway 70 heading east out of Las Cruces is temporarily closed for a short period of time due to testing at White Sands Missile Range. Call in advance if you are planning to head that direction.



Awards and Recognition



Sunset Magazine



AARP



20 Best Towns of the Future, 2010



Top 10 Sunny Places to Retire, 2012



AARP The Magazine



Forbes One of the Best Places to Retire in 2014



Dream Towns to Retire, 2006, 2010 Money Magazine



PARADE Magazine Top 25 Hardest Working Towns in America, 2012



One of the Best College Towns to Retire, 2005 National Motorcoach Network



US News & World Report



Top 50 Motorcoach Destinations in the United States 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007



10 Cities for Real Estate Steals, 2010 Forbes/Milken Institute Best Small Metro Area for Business & Careers, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2010



Source: www.lascrucescvb.org/contact-us/about-las-cruces/
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The City Of Las Cruces The Las Cruces Convention and Visitors Bureau carries a wealth of information about the area and region for a large range of activities and relocation information. It also features information about the awards and recognitions Las Cruces has received, such as Playful City USA designation. The City’s Economic Development Office has a wealth of information for anyone interested in relocating to Las Cruces. You can get a snapshot of census facts for Las Cruces at the U.S. Census Bureau Las Cruces page. Specific guides on workforce, economic indicators, major employers and a variety of other reports are available at the Mesilla Valley Economic Development Alliance. Main Street Downtown offers a lot of fun events and activities for residents and visitors alike. The Greater Las Cruces Chamber of Commerce website has specific information for residential and business relocation, and takes requests for information. Education Resources Las Cruces Public Schools New Mexico State University Dona Ana Branch Community College Other Community Connections Dona Ana County Farmers Market Las Cruces Green Chamber of Commerce Las Cruces Hispanic Chamber of Commerce Village of Mesilla White Sands Missile Range Regional Points of Interest Las Cruces hosts a wealth of arts and cultural resources that provide residents and visitors with unforgettable experiences. Only a fraction are included here to get you started on your next adventures. Check out the Arts & Culture activities, and the Events page. Monuments, Parks & Regional Attractions The City of Las Cruces Parks system comprises more than 100 parks of varying size and amenities. The total space of the city’s parks is close to 700 acres. The parks are classified as pocket, public, neighborhood, trails, athletic fields and community. Some parks require permits for use and details can be found at the Parks and Recreation web pages. Veterans Memorial Park along with Veterans Memorial Wall is host to the Bataan Death March Memorial. The park also has a memorial-walking trail with three memorials for the Korean War, Marine Corps League and the Disabled American Veterans. A new memorial for a Women’s Veterans Monument is underway honoring women veterans from World War I, World War II, the Korean War, the Vietnam Conflict, the Cold War and Middle Eastern conflicts. Organ Mountains Desert Peaks National Monument comprises almost 500,000 acres surrounding Las Cruces. Our nation’s newest protected area features recreational opportunities like strolling through desert nature trails and the chance to encounter petroglyph and archeological sites. Fort Selden State Monument is the site of Fort Selden built in 1865 by the United States Army to protect the settlers of the Mesilla Valley from desperados and Apache Indians. The fort was the original home of the Buffalo Soldiers. Annual events include Frontier Days, usually in the spring. White Sands Missile Range Museum displays a variety of missiles and rockets tested at White Sands. More than 50 items are displayed in a park setting. Admission is free but check details for display availability. White Sands National Monument comprises some 275 square miles of gypsum known as the white sands of New Mexico.



Source: http://www.las-cruces.org/live/moving-to-las-cruces
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Important Local Websites 



City of Las Cruces, Police Department



www.las-cruces.org/en/departments/police-department 



City of Las Cruces, Fire Department



www.las-cruces.org/en/departments/fire-department 



City of Las Cruces, School System



www.lcps.k12.nm.us 



State of New Mexico, Department of Public Safety



www.dps.state.nm.us 



New Mexico Sex Offender



www.dps.state.nm.us 



Doña Ana County



www.donaanacounty.org 



New Mexico State University



www.nmsu.edu
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Client Profile Name



Birthday



Nickname Phone Number



Alternate Phone



Mailing Address City/ St/ Zip eMail1 eMail2 Anniversary



Employer



Additional Family Member



Birthday



Additional Family Member



Birthday



Additional Family Member



Birthday



Hobbies Sporting Interests Favorite Las Cruces Restaurants



Favorite Sport Teams 1



Favorite Las Cruces Activities/ Events



1



2



2



3



3



Comments
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The Deciding Factors—1 Directions: I would like each of you to make a list of the things you want in a home. After you have made your list, put stars beside the three items you cannot live without. What (Features)



Why (Benefits)
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The Deciding Factors—2 Directions: I would like each of you to make a list of the things you want in a home. After you have made your list, put stars beside the three items you cannot live without. What (Features)



Why (Benefits)
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The Home Buying Process



START Buyer Interview Pre-Qual Amount: $



Loan Pre-Qual



Pre-Qual Letter



Show Property



CMA



Sell Current Property



Offer Submitted



Earnest/Deposit



Offer Denied



Offer Accepted



Counter Offer



Escrow Deadline: ____/___/____ Resolution: _____________



Client Deadlines



Manage Title



Deadline: ____/___/____ Resolution: ____________ Survey



Deadline: ____/___/____



Inspection



Deadline: ____/____/____



Home Insurance



Deadline: ___/_____/____



Walk Through



Date: _____/______/_____



Good



Funds



$:



_____________________



Transfer



Utilities



Date:



Driver’s



License



Bring



_____/_____/______



To Closing: $______



Appraisal



Deadline: ____/___/____ Loan Commitment



Deadline: ____/___/____



CLOSING POSSESSION



___/__/___________



Date:



Time:



Location:
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Status Updates CLIENT: ADDRESS: DATE:



WEEKLY UPDATE STATUS:
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Thank You



“I Look Forward To Helping You Purchase Your New Home!”
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Dynamic Consultation 

The mediator should give the parties credit when suggesting a solution .... awareness and of awakening and a source of good and well-being. (CC, vol. I, p. 93).
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EU2020 consultation 

open access to 80% (and 100% in time). â€¢ Policy neutrality ... domain of the enabling technology and into the domain of public policy, politics and politician." 2. ... available for free to all corners of the planet where the Internet is available.
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Consultation Hours.pdf 

12.06.18 to 19.06.18 Tuesday to Tuesday Holidays (Shab-e-Qadar, Jumatul Wida, Eid-ul-Fitr)*. 23.06.18 to 26.06.18 Saturday to Tuesday Supplementary Exams ...
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NGA consultation response 

bandwidth, consumers' willingness to pay, the degree of infrastructure-based ... the idea of providing non-discriminatory access to online services for their ...
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Process Consultation Revisited 

... proficient essay writing and custom writing services provided by professional ... the Helping Relationship (Prentice Hall Organizational Development Series), ...
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Buyers Guide to Auto Insurance.pdf 

... solvency and financial solidity of insurance institutions. â€¢ Support and improve state regulation of insurance. Page 3 of 20. Buyers Guide to Auto Insurance.pdf.
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Deceptive Advertising with Rational Buyers - Giovanni Ursino 

Sep 19, 2016 - quality of a credence good, while this may be verifiable by a third party with some probability. ... 3See the USDA Agricultural Marketing Service Report. ... Pennzoil Company and Pennzoil Products Company, 987 F.2d 939 (3rd Cir. .... F
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Buyers Guide Homeowners Insurance.pdf 

1100 Walnut Street, Suite 1500. Kansas City, MO 64106-2197. 816-842-3600. NAIC Capital Markets and Investment Analysis Office. One New York Plaza, Suite ...
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Deceptive Advertising with Rational Buyers - Giovanni Ursino 

Sep 19, 2016 - brand in an ad was illegal in many countries. ... Inc., case # 1:08-cv-00236, in the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Ohio.
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Office Printers Buyers Guide.pdf 

Some are compatible with mobile printing, while others are not. You'll also find wide. variations in cost. In this buyer's guide, we'll break down your options to ...
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Buyers Guide Homeowners Insurance.pdf 

Denver, CO 80202. 303-894-7490 - in Denver. 1-800-903-3745 toll free, outside of the Denver Metro area. [email protected]. Page 2 of 4 ...
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Arcadia Publishing can reach new buyers for several ... Books 

book in local bookstores, which doesn't reach all these constituencies. ... and mentions in local publications, and conducting direct email marketing campaigns.
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pdf-14100\montgomery-ward-co-catalogue-and-buyers ... 

Try one of the apps below to open or edit this item. pdf-14100\montgomery-ward-co-catalogue-and-buyers-guide-1895-by-montgomery-ward-co.pdf.
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